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Economic theory provides conflicting views on a basic question in banking: does the geographic expansion of a bank’s activities reduce risk? Textbook portfolio theory suggests that geographic expansion will lower a bank’s risk if it involves adding assets whose returns are imperfectly correlated with existing assets. In addition, diversified banks might enjoy cost-efficiencies that can enhance stability. And, if diversification makes a bank too big or too interconnected to fail, implicit or explicit government guarantees can lower the risk of investing in the bank.

Other theories, however, stress that expansion can increase bank risk. Models of corporate expansion in which owners cannot easily control their managers suggest that bankers might expand geographically to extract the private benefits of managing a larger “empire,” even if this lowers loan quality and increases bank fragility. Alternatively, distance can hinder the ability of a bank’s headquarters to monitor its subsidiaries, with potentially adverse effects on asset quality. And, to the extent that diversification increases complexity, it could hinder the ability of banks to monitor loans and manage risk.

Empirical assessments of these views have yielded mixed results. This ambiguity might reflect the challenges of identifying an exogenous source of variation in geographic expansion and of accounting for where bank holding companies (BHCs) choose to expand. First, if BHCs increase the riskiness of their assets when they expand geographically, then the simple correlation between expansion and risk might overstate the causal impact of geographic expansion on risk. Second, BHCs not only choose whether to expand, but where. Textbook portfolio theory suggests that geographic expansion will appreciably lower risk only if the BHCs expands into “dissimilar” economies—those whose asset returns have low correlation with the BHC’s existing investments—and failure to account for this could bias the estimated impact of geographic expansion on risk.

Our two-part estimation strategy addresses both of these challenges to identifying the impact of geographic expansion on bank risk. First, we exploit the cross-state, cross-time variation in the removal of interstate bank branching prohibitions to identify an exogenous increase in geographic diversity. From the 1970s through
the 1990s, individual American states removed restrictions on the entry of out-of-state banks. Not only did states start deregulating in different years, some also signed bilateral and multilateral reciprocal interstate banking agreements in a somewhat chaotic manner over time. This enormous cross-state variation in the 20-year process of interstate bank deregulation culminated in the Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking Act of 1995, which eliminated all remaining restrictions on interstate banking and branching.

The second building block involves embedding this dynamic process of deregulation into a model of individual BHC investments in metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) other than the one where the BHC is headquartered. This model yields projected shares of deposits that each BHC would have in other MSAs, with and without interstate bank regulatory prohibitions on owning a subsidiary in that MSA. We then use this BHC-specific projection of diversity to examine whether a BHC’s geographic expansion reduces its risk.

We find that geographic expansion materially reduces BHC risk. This finding holds after controlling for a wide array of time-varying BHC characteristics, such as size, growth, profitability, stock market valuation, operating income, the degree of non-lending activities, and the capital-to-asset ratio. Across an array of specifications and robustness tests, we find an economically large effect.

We also examine a BHC’s expansion into economically similar and dissimilar MSAs. If geographic diversity lowers risk only by facilitating the diversification of idiosyncratic local risks, then the risk-reducing impact of expanding into dissimilar MSAs should be large and significant while the risk-reducing impact of expanding into economically similar MSAs should not. We find that this is the case: geographic expansion only reduces risk when BHCs expand into economically dissimilar MSAs, that is, MSAs with asynchronous business cycles. Geographic expansion into economically similar MSAs, on the other hand, does not reduce BHC risk.

We also assess an additional channel through which geographic expansion might influence BHC fragility: changes in loan quality. As noted above, some research suggests that geographic expansion might reduce the quality of bank loans and the monitoring of those loans. We find, however, that an increase in geographic diversity does not have an impact on loan loss provisions, nonperforming loans, or loan charge-offs. Thus, we cannot reject the hypothesis that geographic expansion has no effect on loan quality.

It is important to emphasize the boundaries of our analyses. We do not assess each of the potential mechanisms linking geographic expansion and risk. Rather, we assess the net impact of geographic diversity on BHC risk more precisely than past studies, evaluate the hypothesized gains from diversifying into different local economies, and gauge whether the effects of geography on risk are driven by changes in loan quality. The findings indicate that geographic expansion materially reduces BHC risk when banks expand into economically dissimilar local economies.

Our findings also contribute to long-standing policy deliberations. The risk-taking behavior of banks potentially affects financial and economic fragility. In turn, national regulatory agencies have adopted, or are considering adopting, an array of regulations, including geographic concentration limits, to shape bank risk. For instance, in the United States, no BHC is permitted to gain more than a 10 percent share in the market for deposits. And the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision, in its effort to contain the financial system’s systemic risk, has proposed capital surcharges for systemically important banks and considers a bank’s global footprint to be an important indicator of its systemic importance. Yet the literature has not offered conclusive evidence on the impact of restrictions on geographic diversity on bank risk.
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